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SPECTROFLO VERSION 2.2.0 RELEASE NOTES
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OVERVIEW
SpectroFlo version 2.2.0 reduces throughput time for plate acquisition and extends gating capabilities in
the worksheet by adding logical AND and OR gates along with staged quad gates. It improves the
workflow and usability of create/update reference controls. Some existing software defects were
resolved, and some new software features have also been implemented. All is described in detail below.

Branch ID: Release_2.2.0
Build Number: 10212019

NEW & IMPROVED FEATURES
•

Logical AND and OR gates: You can create a Boolean AND or OR gate by multi-selecting two or
more gates from the Population Hierarchy, right clicking on the selection, and selecting
“Intersect (And) Gates” or “Join (Or) Gates”.

•

Staged Quad Gate: The quad gate feature has been extended such that either the horizontal or
vertical split line can be broken and adjusted left/right or up/down.

•

Improved Throughput Time For Plate: Wash times in plate mode have been significantly
optimized to reduce throughput time for full plate runs with mixing and wash by up to
35 minutes, and full plate runs with wash but no mixing by 20 minutes

•

Preference for Skipping Boost: To minimize sample loss when starting acquisition, a preference
option has been added allowing you to skip the initial boost of sample up to the flow cell
(referred to as “BOOST_RUN”) for medium and high flow rates.

•

Reference Control QC: Users assigned as an Administrator can now set a reference control in
the reference control library as a benchmark that can be used to QC single stained reference
controls acquired by users in an experiment or in the library.

•

Protected CytekAssaySetting: CytekAssaySetting cannot be overwritten by either administrator
or operator users. When changes are made to CytekAssaySetting, you are forced to “Save As” if
you want to keep the changes.

•

Append FCS Data When Creating Reference Controls in the Library: If a library reference
control is recorded with an insufficient number of events, users can now append FCS data onto
the previous acquisition instead of being forced to overwrite previously recorded FCS data.

•

Improve Usability in Create Reference Controls: Users now have the flexibility to access the
cytometer menu operations, such as SIT Flush and Clean Flow Cell, and can modify and save user
settings within the Create Reference Controls workflow.

•

Preference for Bubble/Clog Detection: A new option has been added in the Preferences
Acquisition to enable bubble/clog detection.
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Linkage of Worksheet to Experiment: When you right-click on an experiment in the My
Experiments list and select Export, the exported ZIP file now includes linked worksheets and
maintains the link between a tube or well at its linked worksheet. Users no longer need to
export/import worksheets associated with the experiment from the Library module and
manually link them.

•

Allow Users to Import System Defined Fluorescent Tag Groups: In previous software versions,
users are not allowed to import system defined fluorescent tag groups. Users can now import a
system defined tag group. All user added fluorescent tags will be imported and merged to the
existing tag group in the system.

•

Improved Keywords Usability: Users can copy and paste keywords across tubes and wells in the
Create New Experiment wizard. In addition, users can specify which custom keyword can be
automatically updated according to the specified value in library.

•

New Fluidics Shutdown & Clean Flow Cell Procedure: To improve the maintenance of the flow
cell and sample line, the Fluidics Shutdown and Clean Flow Cell procedures have changed. The
Fluidics Shutdown procedure now incorporates 4 tubes (previously 2 tubes) and takes
approximately 7 minutes to complete. We recommend running a Fluidics Shutdown after each
experiment is acquired to help keep the flow cell clean for the next user. The sequence of tubes
is as follows: first tube with DI water, second with 10% bleach, third with DI water, and fourth
with 30% contrad.
The revised Clean Flow Cell procedure now incorporates 2 tubes (previously 1 tube), where the
first tube contains 10% bleach and the second tube contains DI water.

•

Improved Unmixing Accuracy When Reusing Reference Controls from Duplicated Experiment:
Each reference control created in an experiment is now normalized based on the Daily QC that
was run immediately before the control was acquired. Therefore, reference controls in an
experiment acquired days or weeks before a sample tube is acquired can be used to unmix the
tube and the same accurate results can be obtained as unmixing with controls from the library.
Now, you can safely duplicate an old experiment to reuse reference controls contained in the
experiment without concerns about instrument drifting causing unmixing inaccuracy.

DEFECT FIXES IN v2.2.0 RELEASE
•

•

Daily QC Laser Delays not applied when login from different Windows account: In previous
versions of the software, when SpectroFlo is started from one Windows account, laser delays
generated in Daily QC from a different Windows account may not be applied. This issue has
been corrected.
Link to FCS File Lost when Renaming to Switch 2 Tubes’ Names: When a user renamed tubes
and groups in a specific way, such as switching existing recorded tube names, the link between
the tube and the FCS file was lost so the UI made it look like the FCS file was gone. This defect
has been fixed.
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Time Scale Incorrect in Exported 18-bit FCS File: When a recorded FCS file was exported in 18bit format, the last portion of the time parameter was not properly converted. This issue has
been corrected.
Close Experiment to Release FCS Files: In some specific scenarios even after an experiment was
closed, some FCS files were not released by the software. Therefore, if you went to the
CytekExport folder and tried to copy the FCS file, Windows system would display an error. This
issue is corrected.
Plate Loader Firmware Version Incorrect: The displayed Aurora plate loader firmware version
was incorrectly pointing to the fluidics firmware version in version 2.1. This issue has been
corrected.
Primary Channel Incorrect for Some Fluorescent Tags: In version 2.1, the primary channel was
not correct for some fluorescent tags that can be excited by multiple lasers such as the Zombie
dyes. In this version, this issue has been fixed. Please note that even if the primary channel is
not correct for a dye, the unmixing results are not affected.
SpectroFlo Cannot Open Due to Corrupt PathSettings: In a very rare scenario, SpectroFlo
cannot open due to a corrupted PathSetting saved by the software. This defect has been fixed.
Cannot Set Acquisition Tube Pointer to the Intended Tube: When the software has been run
for a long time, occasionally the acquisition tube pointer cannot be moved to the desired tube.
This defect has been fixed.
Specified Events to Record Occasionally Changes: When the software has been run for a long
time, specified “Events to Record” occasionally changed in the experiment wizard. This defect
has been fixed.

KNOWN SOFTWARE DEFECTS
•

•

•

•

Post-Acquisition Unmixing File Size Constraint: We recommend only unmixing multicolor FCS
files that contain fewer than 10,000,000 total events. Files that are bigger than 10,000,000
events may take several hours to unmix.
Events to Display & Live Unmixing: If you want to display a lot of events (e.g. 1,000,000) while
live unmixing a tube, the software will become very slow. We recommend reducing your events
to display to 50,000 events or less when live unmixing your data. After the acquisition is
finished, you can display 5-100% of your recorded events without being penalized.
Auto-Scaling of Axes for Unmixed Files: Auto-scaling of plot axes (found in Plot Properties)
does not always apply properly for an unmixed tube. You may need to toggle to Manual Scale
and then back to Auto Axis Scale to get the scaling to update and apply correctly.
Limitation for the Name of User Defined Keyword: “Name” cannot be used as the key of a user
defined keyword. Software does not prevent users from doing so. However, if users do define
such a keyword and this keyword is added in the statistics table, batch analysis cannot be
completed due to a conflict with a reserved string used in the statistics table of SpectroFlo.

KNOWN HARDWARE DEFECTS
•

Automatic SIT Flush: SIT flush does not always occur automatically between sample tubes.
Occasionally, the mechanical flag that blocks and unblocks the tube sensor gets stuck in the tube
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present position. If you do not hear a SIT flush after unloading your tube, open the SIT door and
check the position of the flag. If it is stuck in the up position when no tube is present, press the
flag down. The SIT flush will then execute. If you notice a lot of salt buildup around the flag, let
your Cytek Field Service Engineer know so they can clean it out for you.

DATA BACKUP AND SOFTWARE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Before upgrading your system to SpectroFlo v2.2.0, we recommend to first back up your data. This way,
if anything goes wrong during the installation process, you can always revert back to the backup files.
For a video overview of the SpectroFlo Data Maintenance tool, please visit
https://cytekbio.com/blogs/resources/tagged/video-tutorials and look for the “Data Maintenance”
tutorial video.

Backing Up Your Data
1. Open the SpectroFlo Data Maintenance tool.
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2. Click the “Backup” button. Select a folder to export the backup ZIP file to and click OK.
Depending how much data is in your software, this backup could take some time.

3. A message will appear when the backup has completed. Click “OK”.

Now that you’ve backed up your system, continue with the software upgrade instructions that
follow.
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Upgrading SpectroFlo from 1.x.x and 2.x.x to 2.2.0
Note: upgrade from 1.x.x to 2.2.0 needs a hardware(firmware) upgrade. A Cytek Field Service Engineer
must perform this upgrade.
1. Download SpectroFlo_Setup_2.2.0.exe and open it. Note: this screen may not show if your PC’s
user account control setting is set to “Never notify”. If it appears, click “Yes”.

2. Select “I accept the terms of the license agreement” radio button. Then click “Next”.
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3. Click the "Next” to continue.

4. Choose “Yes” if there is a plate loader. Otherwise click “No”. Then Click “Next”.
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5. Choose “No” if you don’t want experiment FCS file folders are automatically organized by date.
Otherwise select “Yes”. Then click “Next”.

6. Click “Install” to begin the installation.
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7. Click “Finish” to finish the installation.
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Installing SpectroFlo 2.2.0 on a New PC
1. Download Setup_Release_2.2.0.exe and open it. Note: this screen may not show if your PC’s
user account control setting is set to “Never notify”. If it appears, click “Yes”.

2. Click the “Install” to install Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Express RTM.
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3. Select “I accept the terms of the license agreement” radio button, and then click “Next”.
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4. Click the “Next” to continue.

5. Select the instrument type that is either “Northern Lights” or “Aurora”.
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6. Select the configuration for your installed instrument. Then click “Next”.
For Northern Lights:

For Aurora:
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7. Choose “Yes” if there is a plate loader. Otherwise select “No”. Then click “Next”.

8. Choose “No” if you don’t want experiment FCS file folders are automatically organized by date.
Otherwise select “Yes”. Then click “Next”.
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9. Click “Install” to begin the installation.
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10. Click “Finish” to finish the installation.
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Installing SpectroFlo on a PC Inside a Network
Step 1: Remove security policies around the devices needed to run the cytometer
There are 2 devices that are needed. One is a port that controls the fluidics, and another is a USB
needed for data acquisition.
1. Find the fluidics port:
a. Open Windows 10 Device Manager:
b. Open Ports: see list of Ports
c. Disconnect the USB cable that goes from the instrument to the computer (there is only
one cable going from the instrument to the computer, that is the one you need to
disconnect)
d. As soon as you disconnect, you will see one of the Ports originally listed disappear (it
varies across systems, it can be COM 3 or COM 6, for example). That is how you identify
the first port for which you need to allow user access.
2. Next, you need to identify the second device:
a. Still under Windows 10 Device Manager, go to Universal Serial Bus Controller: in there,
find Cytek Aurora DAQ. This is the other device you need to allow user access.
b. Once user access has been allowed for these 2 devices, open SpectroFlo software, login
as Admin, turn on the cytometer and see if you can connect to the cytometer.
Step 2: If step 1 fails, and you still cannot connect the cytometer, please try removing the computer
from the network and running it as a local machine. Ideally, we would like to login the computer as we
originally did, User Name: Aurora User, Password: Welcome#1. Also, please make sure that you login to
SpectroFlo as Admin.
Step 3: If step 2 fails, then we would like to get a log file that will allow us to see what prevented the
connection. The log file can be found under C:\CytekbioExport\ApplicationLog_MM YYYY.txt. If there are
several of these log files, please copy the latest one and send it to Cytek for assistance.

Have Questions? Comments? Want to work with us? Visit us at www.cytekbio.com.
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